Welcome to NACA links page.
You will find many useful resources on this page. The links will open up in another window for you, so you do not lose your place here at NACA's website.

NACA Links:

- Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now (http://www.acorn.org/)
  A network of community based organizations concerned about predatory lending practices

- FTC and Predatory Lending
  NACA Member site.....Consumerlaw.com, the site of Bronster Crabtree & Hoshibata

- HOTROC, the Hospitality, Hotels, and restaurants Organizing Council
  to the 16,000 New Orleans area workers who clean the rooms, make the food, and wait the tables in this region's fastest growing industry.

Car-Related Links:

- AUTOPEDIA® (www.autopedia.com) - The AUTOmotive encycloPEDIA - is the complete Internet source for automotive-related information, where consumers can find information related to Autos, Boats, Trucks, Minivans, Motorcycles, RVs and Sport Utilities.

- Visit Lemon Law America, your one-stop resource for help with defective vehicles.

Consumer Law Links:


- Central Notice: Class Actions: Information on pending class actions
  http://www.ftc.gov/ogc/briefs.htm

- Donaldson, Guin & Slate, LLC represents individuals and businesses in class action, commercial and other complex litigation. Our cases have involved a broad spectrum of issues, including antitrust, racketeering laws, healthcare fraud, environmental and toxic torts, securities fraud, pharmaceutical and medical products, accounting issues, illegal lending practices, and defective construction products.

- www.consumerama.org : PROTEST SITES, BOYCOTTS, CLASS ACTIONS, CONSUMER NEWS, ADVICE & COMMENTARY

- Public Citizen, protecting Health, Safety and Democracy since 1971